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A third-generation traditional bookbinder gives easy-to-follow instructions for making all the major,
historically important styles of Japanese bindings as well as traditional book casesâ€”the
custom-made folding boxes that afford handsome protection for Japan's exquisite books. The
authoritative text, written by one of Japan's leading professional bookbinders, has been fully
adapted for Western readers. Both American and Japanese suppliers of traditional tools and
materials are provided and substitutes are recommended for items not readily available. For
centuries the West has admired Japanese books, but only now can we make them ourselves and
take full advantage of their creative possibilities. Stunning and practical, these bindings are ideal for
preserving calligraphy, letters, artwork, and poems, for adding a distinctive touch to limited-edition
books, and for use as diaries or gifts.
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After a brief history of bookbinding in Japan, Ikegami gives wonderful details of the tools and
methods of bookbinding. Covering the tools and materials, he not only shows and details the
classical, but lists more accessible western tools and materials that can be used as well. Ikegami
begins covering the actual methods of bookbinding with a section on the basic techniques used.
What follow are detailed descriptions of the construction of 19 different book styles, grouped into
categories ( Four-Hole, Accordian, Ledgers, Other.) The last chapters cover the construction of
book cases and the book mending using Japanese techniques. Finally appendices include an

extensive Selected reading list (with both English and Japanese titles), and a suppliers list.
Throughout the book the numerous illustrations are extremely clear, and used to show the step by
step construction of the books. The text accompanying them is detailed and clear. 8 pages of full
page, color plates show each of the books described in the text.This book has found a permanent
spot on my studio bookshelf, and has in fact prompted me to renew my own love affair with
Japanese books. I have already completed two projects, with nice results, after only 1 week with
copy of this book from the library. Ordered my own copy today.

This is an excellent introduction to the varied forms of Japanese bookbinding. As with so many other
crafts in Japan, it is both like and very unlike matching Western craft.First, there is the wide variety
of different binding styles. Some are very distinctive. In the accordion and 'flutter' books, the first
and last pages are bound to the covers. The rest of the pages are fan-folded, either one long strip or
sheets pasted together. Other bindings, whether Chinese, Korean, or uniquely Japanese in style, tie
or glue the pages into a more Western stack. The end of this book shows traditional outer covers for
books, partial or complete boxes. The are made uniquely for each volume or set, to give it additional
protection.The tools, materials, and techniques are laid out clearly. The authors show first show the
traditional craft, as it has been practiced since the Heian era (ca. 1000 AD). They also show how
modern materials can be used instead of or in addition to the older ones. The technique for each
binding or box is spelled out in clear pictures and text.Clear technique is what makes this book. It
gives the scholar a good understanding of how a master artisan would prepare or repair each
artifact. It also gives the home crafter the ability to adapt classic techniques to modern uses, from
keepsake albums to collections of a child's art. The structure of most Japanese books is simple
enough for a child to imitate with some kind of success, even though the book's examples approach
museum quality. With a little thought, the techniques can be adapted to almost any level of skill.This
is book is very enjoyable, even if you just read it. If you go ahead and try some of the techniques
shown, you'll enjoy it even more. You may even get results that you'll enjoy for years to
come.//wiredweird

As a professional artist I found the step by step instructions and black and white photos and drawn
illustrations to be exceptional. Each part of the craft of book making including the proper tools and
glues for the job are described in easy detail. A variety of Japanese style books are included in this
book. A valuable addition to the library of a paper craftsman.

As an amatuer bookbinder with varying levels of attention span, I found this book really useful. The
illustrations and directions are very clear and can be followed very closely or used as a jumping off
point. It covers many styles of binding, tools and paper. I especially enjoyed the pictures where the
bookbinder's foot is used to to hold something down leaving the hands free to work. Ever read a
craft how-to book and thought...well I could do that if I had 3 hands?

I was interested in bookbinding, and loved the simplicity and elegance of japanese books. When I
got the book, was easy to read and very simple instructions; In less of two weeks already made a
Yotsume toji, a kikko-toji and a flutter bindings.It is a very useful book for people never attempt BB
before, because japanese books have less pages and require less steps than traditional western
books. No mention the creative ways of the different types of books can be made.

pros...have you ever wanted to bind your own books, manuscripts or other printed materials? well
this book will teach you how to do with with just some simple tools and items around your house. the
book is titled japaense bookbinding, but this type of binding actually was developed in china. simple,
clear and easy to follow instructions, and you too will be binding your own stuff.cons...i don't have
many things to bind, but at least i know how to do it.

There is no better book on this topic in English, in fact there is really no other book on this topic.
Although it is over 30 years old it contains, clear and detailed instructions, useful historical
information and helpful photos. After many years of studying Japanese and consequently having
access to a large number of books in Japanese on this topic my regard for this book has not
diminished. Furthermore unlike western style bookbinding which often requires specialised
equipment many of these beautiful books can be made at home with the tools any artist, or
craftsman, already possesses.
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